Mincemeat
Keen on quality; keen on cost
Our industrial mincemeats are made using Bramley apple that comes with the added
advantage of English or Kentish provenance.
Since 1953, Fourayes has been a major grower of English Bramley apples and is
now the leading apple-based fruit processor in the UK.
At Fourayes we talk about ‘way beyond fruit’ and our mincemeats are an example of
exactly that.
The Fourayes team boasts over 60 years experience in producing fine quality
mincemeat solutions. We use the best-possible quality fruit and raw ingredients to
deliver mincemeats that are real taste winners.
But whilst the quality is high, thanks to lean manufacturing and a high degree of
production control, the costs are keen.

The Finest Raw Materials
The Bramley apples in our mincemeat carry English or Kentish provenance – a great
label-addition.
We use the very best raw materials to create high-quality, ready-to-use products.
• Turkish sultanas and raisins
• Greek currants
• M i xe d peel from Italy
• Other top-quality ingredients by request
We can also use branded alcohols or other additions as required in order to create
your own distinctive mincemeats.

Provenance
Our Bramley apple comes with Kentish or English provenance and dried fruits as
listed above.
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Services
The high-capacity plant ensures volume and control: Fourayes industrial mincemeats
can be found in products in many high-quality retailers and Food Halls.
We offer state-of-art, high-tolerance computer-enhanced manufacturing together with
controlled-environment storage if maturing is required.

Delivery
Fourayes industrial mincemeats can be supplied in 12.5 kilo buckets up
to 1 tonne tanks.

Samples
Our fast-turnaround sampling service guarantees samples of 1k to 2 kilo
buckets, normally within 3 working days.

Any Questions?
If you have any questions, would like to know more or to take advantage of our fastturnaround sampling service please contact us.
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